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Abstract: Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a notoriously slow technique; data-recording is serial,
which renders complex measurement tasks, such as quasiparticle interference (QPI) mapping, impracti-
cal. However, QPI could provide insight into band-structure details of quantum materials that can be
inaccessible to angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. Here we use compressed sensing (CS) to fun-
damentally speed-up QPI mapping. We reliably recover the QPI information from a fraction of the usual
local density of state measurements. The requirement of CS is naturally fulfilled for QPI, since CS relies
on sparsity in a vector domain, here given by few nonzero coefficients in Fourier space. We exemplify
CS on a simulated Cu(111) surface using random sampling of uniform and varying probability density.
The latter improves QPI recovery and mitigates Fourier artifacts. We further simplify the motion of
the STM tip through an open traveling salesman’s problem for greater efficiency and use the tip-path
for drift correction. We expect that the implications of our CS approach will be transformative for the
exploration of two-dimensional quantum materials.
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Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a notoriously slow technique; data-recording is serial, which renders
complex measurement tasks, such as quasiparticle interference (QPI) mapping, impractical. However, QPI could
provide insight into band-structure details of quantum materials that can be inaccessible to angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy. Here we use compressed sensing (CS) to fundamentally speed-up QPI mapping.
We reliably recover the QPI information from a fraction of the usual local density of state measurements. The
requirement of CS is naturally fulfilled for QPI, since CS relies on sparsity in a vector domain, here given by few
nonzero coefficients in Fourier space. We exemplify CS on a simulated Cu(111) surface using random sampling
of uniform and varying probability density. The latter improves QPI recovery and mitigates Fourier artifacts. We
further simplify the motion of the STM tip through an open traveling salesman’s problem for greater efficiency
and use the tip-path for drift correction. We expect that the implications of our CS approach will be transformative
for the exploration of two-dimensional quantum materials.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.023117
I. INTRODUCTION
The saying time is of the essence also applies to the study
of condensed matter systems, especially when experimental
discovery trails the theoretical prediction of quantum mate-
rials [1–3]. This paradigm of theory leading experiment has
made an important showing for topological insulators [4] and
most recently in twisted van der Waals materials [5]. The ever-
growing list of predicted candidate systems needs a matching
effort to verify their properties.
Recent work has made meaningful strides at the higher
level of feature analysis using machine learning [6], while
the preceding data recording oftentimes remains on the side-
line. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES)
[7–9] has hereby served as the prime tool for band-structure
investigations, routinely providing valuable insight into the
electronic structure of candidate materials. However, the study
of advanced materials also requires the preparation of con-
ditions in which ARPES is inhibited. These limitations are
particularly concerning in the view of micron-sized samples,
field-effect devices, magnetic fields, cryogenic temperatures,
and hole doped systems; all of which could trigger quantum
phase transitions and that are natural control knobs in the
exploration of quantum materials. Fortunately, a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) excels under these conditions.
An STM is naturally surface sensitive, operates down to milli-
Kelvin temperatures [10,11] at microelectronvolt energy res-
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olution, in high magnetic fields, and on gate tunable devices.
The STM obtains in-plane momentum sensitivity through the
elastic scattering of electrons at surface discontinuities (such
as atomic steps and point defects) that modulate the local
density of states (LDOS) [12–14], which resemble standing
wave patterns. These LDOS modulations provide access to the
scattering space (q space) [15,16] via the Fourier transform,
from which momentum space information can be inferred (k
space). The band-structure mapping from LDOS modulations
is known as Fourier-transform or quasiparticle interference
(QPI) STM. Although QPI-STM appears viable for band
structure determination, it presently is also excruciatingly
slow, rendering the comprehensive study of a larger parameter
space (temperature, magnetic field, doping, energy) cumber-
some.
II. COMPRESSED SENSING FOR QPI RECOVERY
The throughput of a QPI investigation is presently con-
strained by the following considerations: In order to distin-
guish nuances in reciprocal space, the finest momentum space
resolution of qmin = 2π/L, where L stands for the physical
size of the LDOS map, as well as a large number n of its
increments, is desired. However, the total number N of point
spectra that are used to map the LDOS(x, y, E ) grows quadrat-
ically with the grid size N = n×n, which quickly amounts to
hundreds of thousands of spectra and daylong measurements
[17], during which the experiment hinges at the mercy of a
notoriously unpredictable STM tip.
Despite these measurement efforts, the resulting QPI pat-
terns contain only a few nonzero coefficients as can be seen in
Fig. 1 and previous work [6,14–16,18–33], suggesting a high
degree of redundancy in conventional QPI mapping. Pointing
out the undeniable sparsity in the QPI [33] pattern reveals an
important connection to the key requirement of compressive
sensing (CS) [34–36]. CS uses sparsity of information in some
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FIG. 1. Demonstrating the sparse sampling for quasiparticle interference mapping. (a) In conventional QPI mapping, the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) records the local density of state (LDOS) modulations on every surface point, here on a 64×64 grid of a
simulated Cu(111) surface at ∼4.3 eV with an added Gaussian noise of 0.2 times the LDOS standard deviation. Using a sparse-sampling
method, we only sample a small fraction of the full LDOS (here 20%) by efficiently moving the tip according to a traveling salesman between
the distributed measurement locations. (b) The QPI pattern is the Fourier transform of the LDOS modulations as shown for the fully sampled
LDOS of the conventional method (top) and from our 20% sparsely sampled LDOS (bottom). The wave vector of the surface state as well
as the Bragg peaks of the Cu(111) lattice are identical in the original and recovered QPI pattern. (c) The QPI pattern allows the illustration
of the original LDOS modulations via inverse Fourier transform, showing the excellent recovery and noise rejection for the sparsely sampled
mapping.
vector representation and incoherent sampling to enable a
data recording paradigm that requires radically fewer mea-
surements than conventional sampling in the Nyquist regime.
A suitable analogy for the present QPI case would be the
sparse sampling of a sine wave in time domain (mimicking
spatial LDOS modulations) and its CS recovery of the only
two coefficients in Fourier space (equivalent to the sparse QPI
pattern).
In the following, we exploit the sparsity of the QPI pattern
to fundamentally speed up QPI mapping using a compressed
sensing approach that we combine with an efficient STM
tip-routing between randomly located LDOS measurements.
Although the posteriori applicability of CS for STM measure-
ments has been indicated before, it remained open how CS
would be used for actual data taking [33].
Figure 1 exemplifies the difference between conventional
QPI mapping and our compressed sensing method on a de-
liberately small N = 64×64 grid for better visualization. The
simulated copper surface state, generated by a Bessel function
of the first kind [15], shows a standing wave pattern from an
individual point scatterer that modulates the LDOS(x, y, E )
and that we further perturb by additive white noise. From
the fully sampled LDOS (conventional QPI), the Fourier
transform produces the QPI pattern showing a ring of radius
q = 2k and six Bragg spots corresponding to the Cu(111)
lattice. In perfect agreement, we recover the same QPI pattern
from the sparsely sampled LDOS, seen in Fig. 1, using only
20% of random LDOS measurements. We obtain the original
LDOS by an inverse Fourier transform of the recovered QPI
in Fig. 1(c), which highlights the excellent CS reconstruction
and complimentary noise rejection. Note that our CS method
does not depend on a causal relationship between any two
wave vectors but only on sufficient sparsity s in the Fourier
domain (number of nonzero wave vectors vs number of possi-
ble wave vectors), where the condition for successful recovery
is governed by the relationship between sparsity s and number
of required measurements, as described in Appendix A and
Ref. [36].
III. TRAVELING SALESMAN MEASUREMENT PATH
Since the locations at which we randomly measure the
LDOS have to be visited by the STM tip, we interpret the
path of the STM tip between those points as an open traveling
salesman’s problem (TSP) to save time and for which we
find a near-optimal solution using a genetic algorithm [37].
Figure 1(a) shows an example of a near-optimal tip-path.
The TSP further introduces a useful time correlation in the
sampling data that we use to correct for drift in Sec. IV.
Overall, this simple example reveals the fundamental time-
savings of our CS method at a fivefold advantage compared
to conventional QPI mapping, while the TSP optimized STM
tip-path reduces the travel distance and time associated with
the tip motion in that example by another ∼63% with respect
to the fully sampled case.
We next unleash the working principle of our compressed
sensing method onto a situation for which conventional QPI
mapping is extremely challenging and that serves to illustrate
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FIG. 2. Sparse sampling using random and informed probability densities. (a) Random (RS) and informed sampling (IS) of the LDOS
modulations around a single point scatterer, calculated for ∼4.7 eV. Whereas the measurement locations in the former are chosen from a
uniform probability density, they are concentrated around strong scatterers in the informed sampling case, leading to a denser pattern visible
in the lower sampling mask. (b) Radial intensity profile of recovered QPI pattern using RS and IS sampling for 5% sampling rate and a 1-point
scatterer. Both faithfully recover the QPI information and show the Cu surface state wave vector and Bragg peaks (inset). (c) Figure of Merit
ϕ = (Apeak×Cratio)/Full width at half maximum (FWHM) comparison for RS and IS in dependence of the number of point scatterers (1,4,10).
Apeak is the peak intensity of the QPI wave vectors and FWHM is seen in (b). Cratio is the ratio of recovered coefficients with correct wavelength
vs coefficients with wrong length. Informed sampling has an advantage over RS, especially for few point scatterers and low sampling density
but tends towards RS at increasing number of point scatterers and sampling rate.
1% measurements
5% measurements

























FIG. 3. Informed sampling variant to create FFT window functions. (a), (b) Regular random sampling mask (left) and QPI recovery (right)
using 1 and 5% subsampling. The recovered QPI pattern is shown with a zoom to highlight the FFT artefacts. (c), (d) A nonuniform sampling
mask using less measurement locations at the borders mitigates finite size effects that occur from the FFT transform. The streaks in the QPI
pattern become suppressed, which improves assignment of QPI wave vectors. For both the RS and IS variant, we used the same LDOS,
simulated on Cu(111) with 1-point scatterer at ∼6.5 eV on a 1024×1024 grid. The solid line in the right panels indicates the sampling density
across the image frame.
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FIG. 4. Drift correction for sparsely sampled QPI. (a) Difference of LDOS measurements (grey) before and after sparsely sampled
measurements, overlaid with planned TSP tip-path (the black-red gradient line connects starting point A and end point ). The bluish inset in
the bottom right is the LDOS before TSP mapping. The LDOS was sparsely subsampled at 3% on a 256×256 grid. (b) An assumed drift
⇀
d of
about 15% with respect to the grid dimension leads to a repositioning of the effective LDOS locations, which we compensate by a reassignment
of new coordinates. The long purple vectors connect A and  from the original and corrected TSP paths, showing that their difference exactly
matches the drift vector
⇀
d . (c), (d) Comparison of QPI patterns obtained without and with drift correction, clearly showing the improved
quality of the QPI pattern for the drift-corrected case, with higher-order Bragg peaks becoming visible. The surface state and the Bragg peaks
are indicated by an arrow and circles in both QPI patterns.
the potential for quantum materials exploration. Figure 2(a)
shows two sampling masks on a grid of size N = 512×512,
which we sparsely sample using only 5% of the LDOS data
and for which we compare two sampling modalities. In the
first, we apply regular random sampling (RS) with uniform
sampling density, as explained before [Fig. 2(a) top panel].
In the second, we use informed sampling (IS) in which we
accumulate more LDOS measurements with a probability
density that follows a Lorentzian profile centered around
known scattering sites. This sampling variant is motivated by
the observation of dominant LDOS modulations in the im-
mediate vicinity of surface discontinuities, such as step edges
and point scatterers [12] [cf. Fig. 1(a)], whose intensities
rapidly decay into the noise at increasing distance. Since these
scattering sites are well-known from explorative topographies
that typically precede QPI measurements, we specifically
mark their (x, y) locations [green circle in Fig. 2(a)] around
which we enforce a denser but still random sampling mask.
From the comparison of the radial profile in Fig. 2(b), the
advantage of IS compared to RS is visible, which would en-
able an even more reduced overall subsampling rate for faster
QPI mapping. Although the advantage of IS slowly fades
with increasing number of point scatterers [see Fig. 2(c)],
it generally performs better than RS over the full range of
subsampling fractions. Note that the figure-of-merit peaks
once the majority of the wave vectors have been recovered and
shrinks as an increasing number of false positives broaden the
wave vectors due to fast-Fourier transform (FFT) related finite
size effects.
In addition, IS offers efficiency opportunities for comple-
mentary scenarios in which regions are avoided instead of
being sampled more densely. This could be required to ex-
clude the influence of step-edges [17] to mask point impurities
[32] that provoke tip-instabilities or to avoid point scatterers
that may lead to unwanted LDOS modulations. The latter
would have to be scrutinized by the experimenter prior to
deciding which point scatterers merit their denser sampling.
More importantly, our IS sampling modality offers further
possibilities, such as the generation of windowing functions
that limit the previously mentioned FFT artefacts. In order
to illustrate this concept, we compare regular RS with IS of
less densely sampled border regions with a linear gradient
at the borders and a plateau in the center. Figure 3 demon-
strates how the latter method mitigates FFT artifacts. The
implementation of more sophisticated windowing functions
is straightforward.
IV. LINEAR DRIFT CORRECTION
For a proper functioning of our compressed sensing ap-
proach, we require the exact knowledge of the measurement
locations whose positions may be compromised by drift. We
obtain the linear drift vector
⇀
d by comparing topographic
images before and after QPI mapping. Conveniently, the TSP
measurement sequence imposes an exact timing for when
each LDOS data point has been recorded. From the time dif-
ference between two sequential measurements t = ti+1 − ti
and the total QPI mapping time t =
∑N
i=1 ti, we correct the
023117-4









dt/t . Figure 4
exemplifies the working and impact of drift correction on
our CS method. A comparison of the QPI patterns with and
without drift correction shows a much clearer QPI recov-
ery for the corrected TSP path, highlighted by a properly
refocused surface-state wave vector and visible higher-order
Bragg peaks.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In conclusion, we have introduced an efficient sparse
sampling method for quasiparticle interference mapping with
the STM. Our method requires no additional hardware and
can readily enhance the operation of existing STM facili-
ties. The fundamental time savings of our method allows
QPI experiments that go beyond the limits of conventional
QPI mapping; our method enables the exploration of an
exceedingly large parameter space for the characterization of
advanced quantum materials or to invest the time savings in
order to achieve unprecedented momentum space resolution.
The suggested informed sampling variant provides further
enhancement by either concentrating the random sampling
around strong scatterers, by deliberately avoiding regions that
would be discarded in conventional sampling after the fact,
or by creating TSP-based sampling windows that mitigate
Fourier artifacts. Our traveling salesman’s approach for op-
timizing the path length of the STM tip significantly reduces
additional measurement overhead and enables a straightfor-
ward drift correction. An interesting side effect of the known
time sequence of the TSP is the possibility for a very precise
characterization of periodic instrument noise (line noise and
mechanical vibrations), whose frequencies are incoherently
sampled during the TSP motion and that could then be re-
moved using the CS recovery.
We recommend usual best practices in the preparation of
a CS enhanced QPI mapping. These include the inspection
of spectral features from point spectra to assess energy range
and required voltage increments, the topographic labeling of
strong scattering sites or no-go zones for an eventual informed
sampling variant, and the initial exploration of topography,
preferably with closed-loop dI/dV mapping to quantify the
sparsity of the FFT domain, while keeping the inequality of
Appendix A in mind.
As a perspective for future developments, we anticipate
the inclusion of known crystal symmetries as additional
constraints at the level of the CS recovery procedure. This
could work by identifying the unit cell motives in the real-
space/LDOS image, which would then serve as individual
reference frames for the contained LDOS measurements and
onto which the symmetry operations (mirror, rotation, transla-
tion, and combinations thereof) are applied. In consequence,
the measurement matrix A would grow, which may allow
us to further reduce the minimal number of required LDOS
measurements. In contrast to a posteriori symmetrization,
occasionally carried out in conventional QPI mapping, and
which involves the averaging of the QPI pattern with their
rotated/reflected copies, the CS based symmetry constraints
might be less prone to artifacts [38] and allow for the consider-
ation of more symmetry constraints, such as glide planes that
are lost in the Fourier transform of the conventional method.
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APPENDIX A: SIMULATION DETAILS
In order to use our compressed sensing method for quasi-
particle interference mapping we proceed as follows: We first
generate a sampling matrix on a grid G of size N = n×n that
is used to define the spatial locations of LDOS measurements.
Depending on our sampling variant (random-point sampling
or informed sampling), we exclude regions or favor entries
that we randomly set to “1” for a fraction p of the entries,
while the other 1 − p remain “0”. The matrix G is thus a
binary matrix, encoding the measurement locations at which
we record the LDOS during our sparse mapping. We next
compute a near-optimal solution to the open TSP connecting
the just determined LDOS locations on G using a genetic
algorithm [37]. Since the TSP is NP hard, the calculation of
an optimal path for large sampling matrices may become cum-
bersome but a catalog of sampling masks could be calculated
long before the actual QPI experiment for a range of p values
and grid sizes N or the problem could be simplified by paral-
lelly solving the TSP on subgrids that are later reconnected.
The coordinates would next be fed in their optimal order to
the STM controller for the sparse LDOS mapping, generating
a measurement vector b of size pN×1. After recording the
sparsely sampled LDOS, we subtract a global plane to bring
the average LDOS to zero and next compute the QPI pattern
using the Matlab based compressed sensing solver SPGL1
[39,40] and its basis pursuit denoising variant, which aims at
minimizing ‖x‖1 subject to ‖Ax − b‖2  σ . Here, x represents
the s-sparse N×1 QPI pattern, A is the pN×N measurement
matrix connecting real and momentum space, and σ is an
adjustable noise tolerance threshold. Every row of A is cal-
culated by letting the ith nonzero entry of matrix G chose the
ith row of the n×n identity matrix onto which we apply the
inverse Fourier transform. For instance, if the first and third
entry of the G matrix were nonzero, the first two rows of
matrix A would be composed of the inverse Fourier transform
of the first and third row of the identity matrix. According to
CS theory, successful recovery for such Fourier matrices is
likely when pN  Cs ln4(N ), where C > 0 is a constant and
s is the sparsity [36]. The sparsity s denotes here the number
of nonzero pixels of the full QPI pattern. Note that we cast
the n×n dimensional problem into a one-dimensional (1D)
N×1 description, which we bring back to 2D after recovery
and for illustration. The CS recovery directly yields the QPI
pattern that we inverse Fourier transform to obtain the LDOS
modulations in real space. For explorative closed-loop LDOS
measurements at a fixed energy, a TSP or sparse line hopping
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[41] could provide a fast overview of the QPI information
using CS.
APPENDIX B: COMPRESSIVE SENSING RECOVERY
ON ACTUAL LDOS DATA
We have tested our CS recovery method with previously
published QPI data, using screenshots from available figures
and notably the raw LDOS published in Refs. [24,25,29]. We
find excellent CS recovery with only 40% of the samples
for all cases and convincing recovery down to subsampling
rates of 10–20% for Refs. [24,29]. A comparison of all three
cases is available upon reasonable request addressed to F.D.N.
Note that the strength of the joint DOS determines how much
subsampling is required, which was the limiting factor for our
trial on the data from Ref. [25], whose QPI pattern is more
diffuse, meaning that the band details are described by more
wave vectors in Fourier space, making this dataset less sparse.
As a more general guide, we recommend scrutinizing the QPI
pattern for its sparsity with the inequality of Appendix A in
mind. This could be done with the help of a rapid closed-loop
dI/dV mapping prior to a full CS investigation.
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